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Executive summary
In the current shift from government to governance, an increasing number of citizens are uniting
in citizen initiatives. A specific development is seen in green citizen initiatives (GCIs). They are
praised for their potential societal impacts, including contributions to climate change mitigation,
nature conservation, development of green space, and community building. GCIs are very broad
in their scope and purpose, making it difficult to compare, categorize and visualize them. This
hampers opportunities for social learning and community building. Therefore, and in the context
of growing interest in citizen participation, the government requested Alterra to develop an
evaluation framework. Evaluating such a diverse sector is a complex task. Moreover, the
framework must serve both the purpose of the GCIs and the purpose of external parties. Hence,
Alterra decided to create two frameworks: an internal one for the use of the GCIs and an external
one for the use of external parties, which also needs to do justice to the GCIs. The purpose of this
research is to provide recommendations for both frameworks, especially in interaction with the
GCIs. Recommendations are divided in the categories indicators, methodology, and usefulness.
Our research consisted of 7 interviews with GCIs, 1 interview with a sponsor, a focus
group, and literature research. One of the core findings of our research is that the members of the
GCIs were struggling with understanding the indicators. The use of grammatically incorrect
sentences and repetition within the frameworks caused feelings of frustration and irritation.
Regarding the methodology, the layout of the frameworks turned out to be multiinterpretable. Different members filled in the frameworks in different manners. Moreover, the
layout did not invite for qualitative data in the form of personal comments, while these appeared
to be valued the most. Therefore we recommend to create a different lay-out. Secondly, the
language used in the frameworks was not found to be appropriate. The frameworks are designed
by academics for academics. We recommend to use simpler words and/or to provide the users
with a list of concepts and suggestions on what to consider when rating.
Assessing the usefulness was complicated, as the purposes of both frameworks are
unclear. The purpose has implications for the right methodology and the willingness to use it. We
therefore strongly recommend Alterra to clearly define the purposes and to explicitly name them.
Our results regarding the usefulness of the internal framework were very mixed. Some people of
the initiatives though the framework might be useful for internal learning or as a checklist, while
others felt they were wasting their time filling it in. Therefore we conclude that the internal
framework is useful for some of the initiatives, if the recommendations regarding indicators and
methodology are taken into account.
We have found that the external framework is overall not considered useful. The need for
external evaluation is understood by everyone, however this framework is not found to be
appropriate. The emphasis on quantitative data and the top-down development are perceived as
major problems. However, in the context of shifting governance and the understood need for
evaluation we have recommendations to increase its usefulness and legitimacy. An evaluation
mechanism must include interaction between sponsors and GCIs and only qualitative data, which
gives room for GCIs to tell their own story and also serve as tool to assess accountability.
Additionally quantitative data can be asked for.
When Alterra is going the revise these frameworks we would like to stress the importance
of consultation with the GCIs during the process. This will reduce the gap between the academic
world and civil society.
Our research has implications on understandings of society in relation to informational
technologies, theories of governance and disconnectivity, and the place of evaluation in these
contemporary developments.
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Samenvatting
In de huidige verschuiving van ‘government’ naar ‘governance’, zien we dat steeds meer burgers
de krachten bundelen in burgerinitiatieven. Een specifieke ontwikkeling vindt plaats in groene
burgerinitiatieven (GBIs). Deze worden gewaardeerd voor hun potentiële positieve invloed op de
maatschappij, door bijvoorbeeld natuurbehoud, de ontwikkeling van groene ruimten en
gemeenschapsvorming. GBIs zijn er in vele soorten en maten, en hebben verschillende doelen. Dit
maakt het moeilijk om ze te vergelijken, te categoriseren en zichtbaar te maken. Dit hindert
mogelijkheden om van elkaar te leren en voor het versterken van een diverse samenleving.
Daarom, en in de context van groeiende interesse in burgerinitiatieven, heeft de RVO Alterra
gevraagd om een evaluatie raamwerk te ontwikkelen. Zo’n diverse sector evalueren is een lastige
taak. Bovendien, moet een evaluatie raamwerk zowel het doel van de GBIs dienen als het doel van
externe evaluerende partijen. Alterra heeft besloten om twee raamwerken te ontwikkelen: een
interne voor het gebruik van de GBIs en een externe voor het gebruik van de externe partijen, die
tegelijkertijd ook recht moet doen aan de GBIs. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om aanbevelingen
te doen voor beide raamwerken, met de nadruk op een GBI perspectief. Aanbevelingen zijn
gemaakt in de categorieën indicatoren, methodologie en bruikbaarheid.
Ons onderzoek bestaat uit 7 interviews met GBIs, 1 interview met een sponsor, een focus
groep en literatuuronderzoek. Eén van de uitkomsten van ons onderzoek is dat de mensen van de
GBIs worstelen met het begrijpen van de indicatoren. Het gebruik van grammaticale incorrecte
zinnen en herhaling zorgen voor frustratie en ergernissen.
Met betrekking tot de methodologie, bleek dat de layout multi-interpreteerbaar is.
Verschillende mensen vulden het raamwerk op verschillende manieren in. Bovendien, was er in
de layout weinig ruimte voor kwalitatieve data in de vorm van persoonlijk commentaar, terwijl
dit juist erg gewaardeerd wordt. Daarom raden wij aan om de layout van het raamwerk te
veranderen. Verder blijkt het taalgebruik in de raamwerken niet passend. De raamwerken zijn
ontworpen door academici voor academici. We raden aan om simpelere woorden te gebruiken
en/of de gebruikers te voorzien van een lijst met concepten die helpen met het invullen van het
raamwerk.
Het vaststellen van de bruikbaarheid van de raamwerken bleek ingewikkelder, omdat de
doelen van de raamwerken onduidelijk zijn. Het doel van een raamwerk heeft implicaties voor de
juiste methodologie en de bereidheid om het raamwerk te gebruiken. Daarom willen wij Alterra
adviseren om duidelijk het doel van het raamwerk te definiëren en deze expliciet te noemen.
De resultaten omtrent de bruikbaarheid van het interne raamwerk zijn erg gevarieerd. Sommige
mensen vonden het raamwerk bruikbaar als intern leerinstrument of als een checklist, terwijl
anderen het invullen een verspilling van hun tijd vonden. Wij concluderen dat voor sommige
initiatieven het interne raamwerk bruikbaar kan zijn, als de aanbevelingen die gedaan zijn in de
hoofdstukken indicatoren en methodologie in acht worden genomen.
Het externe raamwerk wordt algeheel niet bruikbaar gevonden. De noodzaak van en
behoefte aan evaluatie wordt echter wel begrepen, maar dit raamwerk wordt in deze vorm niet
geschikt geacht. De nadruk op kwantitatieve data en de top-down ontwikkeling worden gezien als
grote limitaties. Echter, in de context van verschuivende verantwoordelijkheden en het begrip
voor de vraag naar evaluatie, geven we twee aanbevelingen om de bruikbaarheid en
rechtvaardigheid van het huidige raamwerk te vergroten. Een evaluatiemechanisme moet nadruk
leggen op interactie tussen GBIs en externe partijen, en verantwoording kan alleen afgelegd
worden door kwalitatieve data te gebruiken. Als toevoeging kan naar kwantitatieve data gevraagd
worden.
Als Alterra deze raamwerken gaat verbeteren, willen we graag voorstellen om dit in
overleg te doen met GBIs tijdens het ontwikkelingsproces. Dit zal de kloof verkleinen tussen de
academische wereld en ‘civil society’.
Ons onderzoek heeft implicaties voor de kennis en perceptie over de samenleving, met
betrekking op informatietechnologie, theorieën over ‘governance’ en ‘disconnectivity’, en de
positie van evaluatie in deze hedendaagse ontwikkelingen.
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1. Introduction
Scholars have identified a shift from government to governance (Palumbo, 2010; Van Leeuwen &
Van Tatenhove, 2010). Influenced by a dominant neoliberal paradigm, theories like New Public
Management have popularized the idea that a central state using a top-down approach for policymaking is outdated. Modern governance is characterised by “a reallocation of authority upward,
downward, and sideways from central states” as well as an increase of dispersed forms of
governance (Hooghe & Marks, 2003: 233). Likewise, recent approaches to governance, such as
self-governance and participatory governance gain more relevance. Under the motto “Nature for
People, People for Nature”, the Dutch government increasingly involves the public in nature
conservation (Turnhout et al., 2010). Driven, on the one hand, by the increased demand for citizen
participation, and on the other, by popular dissatisfaction with the dominant food regime
(Goodman et al., 2012), a growing number of citizen initiatives emerge and fill the gaps of
traditional policy-making (Falkner, 2003). Growing attention is paid to the rise of a specific type
of citizen initiatives, which attempt to re-embed food production, social relations and economic
relations regionally: Green Citizen Initiatives (GCIs).
Mattijssen et al. (2015: 13) define GCIs as “initiatives in which enthusiastic, committed
and often well-informed citizens act to protect and manage green spaces of value to them”.
Similarly, Franklin and Marsden (2014: 2) define community-led sustainability initiatives as
“groups of individuals who come together [...] around a shared sustainability interest or ambition,
often with the aim of bringing about practical change in the local environment”.
Dissatisfied with the government’s environmental policies, citizens unite themselves in
GCIs to address particular and often local ‘green issues’ (De Lovinfosse & Varone, 2004; Dobson &
Bell, 2006). Such initiatives may include food cooperatives, urban gardening, community food
hubs, natural playgrounds, local entrepreneurial projects and waste or recycling projects. In the
literature, concepts such as Alternative Food Networks (AFNs), Civic Food Networks (CFNs), and
Community-Supported Agriculture (CSAs) have been identified (see for example Goodman et al.,
2012; Feagan, 2007; Renting et al., 2012; Wald & Hill, 2016). It is this broad diversity that
constitutes both an opportunity and a challenge for sustainability transitions.
Such citizen initiatives are appraised for their positive societal impact, such as
contributions to climate change mitigation, democracy, social cohesion or inclusion, as well as
contributing to “diverse economies” (Gibson-Graham, 2008). This study however found out that
GCIs are facing challenges with funding and human resources. They have problems in finding new
young volunteers, and policy makers are skeptical about whether to fund GCIs on the long term.
Moreover, there are a number of negative consequences associated with local citizen initiatives
as well as participatory governance. Such initiatives may lead to elitism and exclusion and
participatory governance may in some cases be neither representative nor equitable (UN Social
and Economic Council, 2007; Kenis & Mathijs, 2014; Feagan, 2007; Kneafsey, 2010). The potential
for participatory governance may also be hampered by disconnectivity between different societal
actors (Franklin & Marsden, 2014). In order to overcome such issues, organizations and
academics are developing models or frameworks to evaluate the impact of citizen initiatives.
Evaluation helps both GCIs and governmental bodies to assess the performance and challenges of
the former, which is crucial for further improvement and investment, and to address questions of
accountability, transparency and legitimacy (UNDP, 2010: 11). Assessments can make GCIs
stronger, enhancing connections and promoting cooperation and mutual support (ibid.).
About half a year ago Kracht in Nederland (KiNL) created a website where citizen initiatives
in the Netherlands would be made visible, promoted and connected in a national network. Alterra,
a research organisation which developed its own database on GCIs, was identified as an
interesting partner for them, since both databases could be complementary. With someone from
‘DuurzaamDoor’, as part of the RVO (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, Netherlands
Enterprise Agency), they organised meetings in which they began a collaboration and asked
themselves how GCIs from both databases could be compared, and what similarities and
differences there are between both databases. After these meetings, the RVO, as mediator between
KiNL and Alterra, requested Alterra to “assess the need for evaluation of effects and potentially
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the development of an evaluation framework” (source: email contact between RVO, KiNL and
Alterra). KiNL and Alterra identified 10 overlapping GCIs in both databases and agreed that the
framework developed by Alterra would be taken into account in further development of the
MAEXchange framework of KiNL. This framework was supposed to be more focused on
contributing to knowledge about evaluation of citizen initiatives in general and stimulating
collaboration between different organisations, rather than being used by government bodies.
Alterra has now developed two separate frameworks, one for internal and one for external
evaluation purposes. The purposes of the internal framework are: “profiling, showing meaning,
internal bonding, learn from own process” (Westerink & Buijs, 2016). The intention is that GCIs
themselves will use and fill in this framework. The purposes of the external framework are: “select
and decide whether to support or not” (ibid.). External parties, such as municipalities and
sponsors, could use and fill in this framework. For the researchers at Alterra, an important
concern regarding the latter framework is the relevance for both sponsors and GCIs.
However, there was no consultation with GCIs in the design phase. This ACT project attempts
to fill this knowledge gap by testing and critically evaluating the frameworks’ indicators,
methodology and usefulness by consulting with relevant stakeholders, paying particular
attention to a citizens’ perspectives. These questions are of primary importance as the purpose
and quality of the frameworks have implications on the activities of GCIs as well as their funding
and policy priorities of governmental institutions and sponsors, and have thereby, wider societal
impacts. By also considering potentially unwanted side effects, we will be able to provide
recommendations for the revision of the existing frameworks. Through recommendations, we aim
to contribute to the broader goal of connecting, supporting and empowering green citizen
initiatives and therefore ask the following question: How can the evaluation frameworks be revised
to better connect, support and empower GCIs?
In order to answer this question, we have conducted literature and field research with the
relevant stakeholders, paying special attention to three aspects: indicators, methodology and
usefulness.
The next chapter of this report will present the methodology. Chapter three outlines the
(academic) context in which this project is taking place. It analyses current shifts in governance
arrangements and information flows, thereby highlighting the need for evaluation. The fourth
chapter presents our results and contains raw data and some quotes. Chapter five describes and
explains our recommendations. In this chapter we first look at the indicators of the frameworks,
followed by their methodology and finally their usefulness. In the sixth chapter, a discussion is
held on the implications of our research outcomes. Furthermore, we will reflect in this chapter on
the challenges we faced in conducting this research. The questions that the scope of this project
could not address are formulated into recommendations for further research. The final chapter
presents the conclusions, giving a short summary of the most important parts of each chapter. The
appendices consist of the list of recommendations for the revision of the frameworks and
recommendations on specific indicators.
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2. Methodology
In this chapter, we outline the methodology used to collect data. A combination of literature
research and field work (eight in-depth interviews and one focus group) has been used to gather
information. Additionally we had informal email and telephone contact with the RVO and Kracht
in Nederland. This contact gave us useful information about the context in which this project was
set up. We will firstly describe the methodology used for and during the interviews. Thereafter we
will explain how we organized and led the focus group. Finally, we explain the role of literature
review in this project.
2.1 Interviews
We did eight in-depth interviews in total. Seven of those were with one or multiple members of
GCIs. We spoke with one sponsor, the Oranje Fonds.
Interviews with GCIs
Regarding the selection of relevant GCIs for our project, we used two sources. First of all, our
commissioner from Alterra has provided us with the list of the ten overlapping GCIs from both
databases. We approached all ten via email. On top of that, we emailed another eleven GCIs from
the MAEXchange in case we would get too little response from the original ten. Hence 21
initiatives were approached by email. We also had phone contact with some of them to give
additional information about the project and to confirm locations.
In the end, we did seven interviews with GCIs from both sources, whose location can be
found on the map below (figure 1). All members of the team conducted one or more interviews.
In all cases, two members of the team were present for each interview, with one or multiple people
from the GCIs. Five interviews were conducted in Dutch; two in English. The planned length of the
interviews was 1,5 hours. Some ended up taking longer because people from the GCIs showed us
their project, which allowed us to gain deeper insight on their activities and state of mind.

Figure 1. Locations of field research
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The interviews were semi-structured. We prepared the same list of questions for all GCIs
and mainly we asked about: their first impression of the frameworks, the necessity of using the
frameworks or other types of evaluation for the future, specific questions on the three aspects
addressed in this research, challenges they face, and their relation with other stakeholders (e.g.
municipality, KiNL, RVO). Due to the semi-structured nature of the interviews, we did not always
go through all the questions we prepared, but adapted to the situation and needs of the specific
initiatives. We recorded the interviews and created reports (no literal transcripts) that were used
for data analysis and formulation of our recommendations.
We did not send the frameworks in advance to the people from the GCIs. Instead, we went
there and asked them to fill in the internal framework while we observed them, and they could
ask us questions when needed. This decision was made because, on the one hand, it would allow
us to observe first reactions, and on the other because, as we told the participants, they would be
the person who would fill out this framework in the future, so the best test to see if it works is to
practice it themselves. We asked the participants to share their thoughts with us, so we would get
an insight on their thinking process. We tried to provide limited advice on how to fill in the
frameworks, and continuously asked for the participants’ interpretations of the indicators in the
framework.
From a methodological viewpoint, it is important to realize that this type of research
allowed us to get an insight in the non-verbal communication on the one hand, but on the other, it
made us as researchers part of the data collection process: a slip of the tongue, what we said and
did to help people may have had an influence on the research outcomes in some cases. This is a
trade-off we made, but we preferred this kind of action research over a ‘classic’ interview with an
interviewer asking questions and interviewee giving answers. We believe our approach was more
suitable to achieve our goal of connecting, supporting and empowering GCIs.
Towards the end of the interviews we asked the respondents to also take a look at the
external framework. We did this based on the fact that our commissioner told us she created two
frameworks, because she felt the external one did not reflect the needs of GCIs sufficiently. Hence
we presented the GCIs with the external framework and asked them if they were missing
particular indicators or values, if there were superfluous ones, and if they think this external
framework does justice to their initiative. More specifically, we asked questions regarding their
current funding or support opportunities and their views on external evaluation.
Interview with external party
As for the external parties (local governments and sponsors), we approached eight of them by
email. Only two responded, of which eventually one participated in an interview. After this lack of
initial response, we have tried calling the ones who did not respond as well as other sponsors, but
they either did not want to participate or did not pick up the phone even after repeated attempts
at different times of the day. In the end we only did an interview with the Oranje Fonds in Utrecht.
Like the interviews with GCIs, the interview with this sponsor was semi-structured and
we recorded it so we could make a detailed (but not transcribed) report. The interview was done
in Dutch with two members of our team present. As was the case in the interviews with GCIs, we
used a question list to guide the conversation. However, we used a different set of questions for
the sponsor than for the GCIs, since the interview was focused on the external framework.
During the interview, we asked the sponsor to think of an initiative they are familiar with.
We then gave them the external framework and requested them to fill in the form for this specific
initiative. We stopped the process about halfway through the framework because it took quite a
lot of their limited time and some other things needed to be discussed as well.
2.2 Focus Group
In addition to the in-depth interviews with GCIs and the sponsor, we organised a focus group with
participants from several GCIs at the same time. This idea was part of our orientation towards
action research and offered the opportunity to gather a different kind of data in a more interactive
setting.
Due to time pressure and transportation limitations, we selected 27 initiatives in the area
of Wageningen (< 50 km). They were selected firstly from Alterra’s (unpublished) directory, but
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due to the lack of contact details in some cases, we supplemented our list with GCIs from other
GCI databases and acquaintances volunteering in local GCIs. Due, once more, to the lack of contact
details on their websites, we could eventually approach 20 out of the selected 27 initiatives. We
sent an email to the ones with an email address and called the ones with a telephone number. We
had also invited one GCI from the in-depth interview to be present in the focus group. In the end,
there were five people present at the focus group, from four different GCIs.
The focus group was moderated by the four Dutch speaking members of our team and
consisted of three parts. First, there was a plenary opening and introduction where we explained
to purpose of the session and people introduced themselves, their initiatives and motivations for
participating in this research. Secondly, the group was split up into two smaller groups: One
focused on the internal framework, and the other on the external framework. We asked the
internal group to come up with ideas regarding the question ‘how do you think GCIs could best
evaluate themselves?’ The external group was requested to brainstorm about the question ‘how
would you like to see your GCI being evaluated by external parties?’. Finally, each group presented
its ideas and recommendations on a poster they made and we had a plenary discussion and
conclusion.
2.3 Literature research
In addition to field research, three members of the team conducted literature research on relevant
topics. We formulated relevant points for assessing the methodology and usefulness of the
frameworks. The identified topics ranged from contemporary governance mechanisms,
participatory governance and citizen initiatives in the Netherlands, to the relevance of tools for
the evaluation of civil society. We also explored, however not extensively due to time constraints,
the role of science and citizens in society and new developments regarding the information age.
This allowed to clarify the context of this project. Based on this context, we researched further
information on possible problems regarding citizen initiatives. Moreover, the authors’ conception
on the societal role of citizens is briefly explained.
In this report, we critically analyse the frameworks based on three aspects: indicators,
methodology and usefulness with opinions of initiatives and scholars. We decided not to conduct
any literature research on indicators since we believed that Alterra has already researched
extensively during the design phase, and our research focused on gaining a citizen perspective. To
back up the information for methodology and usefulness gathered in interviews, and
subsequently formulate recommendations, we researched topics ranging from the use of
academic jargon, the advantages and disadvantages of qualitative and quantitative assessments
and other methodological aspects, as well as issues of interaction, participation and the political
character of evaluation.
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3. Context and Problem Analysis
3.1 Governance
The 1990s has marked the start of a shift from government to governance, a phenomenon
expanding ever since, where citizens and civil society gain more influence in shaping society and
policy (Michels & De Graaf, 2010). The right for citizens to participate in decision-making has been
recognised as a fundamental human right, as it contributes to important goals such as deepening
democracy, and strengthening social capital and social justice (UN Social and Economic Council,
2007). It also has implications for economic growth or efficient resource use and there is a
recognised correlation between participatory governance and human development (ibid.).
Attempts to involve the public are especially growing in the context of environmental
governance (Turnhout et al., 2010). Many governments are making efforts to form partnerships
and this happens at the international, regional, national, and subnational levels. Governance solely
by the market or solely by the state has proved neither efficient nor equitable, while community
based governance can contribute to both (UN Social and Economic Council, 2007). Bakker et al.
(2012) mention the context of budget cuts in the Dutch government, and municipalities seeing
citizen initiatives as cheap and effective alternatives for municipal policies, improving for example
the liveability and safety of neighbourhoods. Citizen initiatives are understood as active in shaping
their surroundings through hybrid types of collaborative governance, which may result in
learning and empowerment.
However, it is often argued that participation is only limited and passive, instrumentally
used in order to increase the legitimacy and public support of policy (Turnhout et al., 2010;
Franklin & Marsden, 2014). Potential risks linked to the increased role of citizen initiatives include
the risk of the “local trap”, community failure, elitism, defensive localism or reinforcing existing
trends like neoliberal notions of self-help and decreased state intervention (UN Social and
Economic Council, 2007; Turnhout et al., 2010; Kenis & Mathijs, 2014; Feagan, 2007; Kneafesy,
2010). Moreover, authorities often have a facilitative role that initiatives depend on, which may
hamper their independence. Moreover, many initiatives may lack the capacity (e.g. resources,
organisational learning) to attain their goals.
Apart from potentially negative side effects, the rise of citizen initiatives (CIs) remains an
interesting process in the context of governance. Bakker et al. (2012) describe the activities of CIs
as “politics with a small p” (ibid.: 398), and Van Dam et al. (2014) as “subpolitics” (ibid.: 325),
which refer to the increased influence of actors outside formal representative political
institutions, characterised by citizens with less civic skills that “act rather than talk” (Bakker et al.
2012: 398), thereby reshaping and transforming power relations. The opportunities these
initiatives bring in relation to governance are formulated by Van Dam et al. (2014): “it is precisely
their non-political character that gives ‘sub-political’ actors their significance for reflexive
modernization. The idea of subpolitics stresses the significance of sources of power outside the
political system in a differentiated modern society. The transition to governance manifests itself
in changing roles of citizens within policy processes and efforts to determine which
responsibilities should be public and which should be private” (ibid.: 325). In this context,
dialogue is emphasised, just as the need for communication and bridging interests.
GCIs fit within these modern forms of governance, where the concept of Complex Adaptive
Systems (CAS) is getting increased attention. When applying the concept of CAS, GCIs can be
understood to act in a landscape that exhibits complex behaviours or dynamics, containing
nonlinearities (Cumming et al., 2012). Many problems today have characteristics of ‘wicked
problems’: “a confusing mess of interrelated problems” (Termeer et al., 2016: 91). Wicked
sustainability problems cannot be effectively tackled with standard policies and monocentric
governance structures. Such problems require collaborative forms of governance in which
different actors manage their differences in constructive ways (Termeer et al., 2016). In CAS
theory, developing learning networks is of particular importance, to ensure both the delivery of
ecosystem services and human well-being (Cumming et al., 2012). Knowledge and information
are therefore central to address complex issues. GCIs, as actors of such decentralised systems, may
provide public goods such as environmental services, education, social help, food security and
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health. Collaborative governance has the potential to transform traditional approaches into
participatory governance, stimulating resilience, learning, ownership, democracy and
accountability (Termeer et al., 2016). Moreover, this type of collaborative governance is
increasingly recognised for its innovative capacity in the face of wicked problems (Sørensen &
Tofting, 2011: 948).
3.2 Accountability and disconnectivity
Despite the great potential identified in new forms of governance and active citizenship, some
challenges are pointed out. The transfer of responsibilities from elected officials to local initiatives
as described above may, however, prompt questions regarding their accountability. Besides, the
vast array of topics GCIs cover makes it difficult to monitor and evaluate their usefulness, as the
high degree of heterogeneity among them may result in fragmentation and a lack of coordination
of their efforts. New Public Management control techniques, accountability procedures and
evaluation standards have their advantages and disadvantages (Uitermark & Duyvendak, 2008).
On the one hand, the evaluated actors will direct their attention on problems considered
important by democratically elected officials. On the other hand, the legitimacy of the former may
be questionable when they adjust their activities to authorities’ demands, instead of the demands
of society.
In addition to issues mentioned in the introduction and closely linked to this issue,
Franklin and Marsden (2014) highlight the problem of “disconnectivity”. On the one hand, policy
makers may not be aware of the diversity of initiatives on the ground and lack the knowledge,
capacity or willingness to engage in participatory processes with these initiatives. On the other
hand, initiatives might be reluctant to cooperate with authorities for ideological reasons or
because of conflicting agendas or understandings of sustainability. Moreover, bureaucracy is
rarely considered as a priority. Even in the case of highly motivated officials, many obstacles get
in the way of attempted forms of horizontal governance (Termeer, 2009).
The issues and new power relations described above are reinforced in the context of the
present “information age”. Increased information flows are both the cause and result of new
modes of governance, which occur locally and globally. In parallel to governance changes,
therefore, we can see new patterns of increased information flows and restructured governance
arrangements and power relations. With the rise of ICTs, increasing globalisation and the ongoing
redefinition of the role of the nation state, implications on policy incur, where information itself
gains a performative role. That is, access to knowledge and information is sufficient for concrete
changes in society to occur. Informational governance is not a new type of governance but an
analytical concept that points to the changing relation between different actors and can apply to
any modern type of governance. The central importance of information leads to the diversification
of forms of governance, where traditional hierarchical forms are transformed into other kinds of
self-governance or participatory governance, which is reflected in CAS theory and the emergence
of GCIs. Self-governance “involves social entities that govern themselves, taking into account
collective goals, while developing and maintaining their social and political independence with
other governance institutes, including the state” (Soma et al., 2016: 133). In the information age,
the role of science is transformed as well, as scientists are not seen as the sole holders of reliable
information anymore. All this leads to growing uncertainties and changing power relations. Soma
et al. (2016) believe that citizens have great potential when it comes to environmental
governance. They also argue that the potential roles of citizens in environmental governance and
their influence has been underestimated until now: “In these new developments, issues of
transparency, accountability, participation and independent verification are becoming central for
struggles around informational governance” (Soma et al., 2016: 133)
3.3 The solution: an evaluation framework?
In response to the trends described above, organisations and academics are developing
models or frameworks to evaluate the impact of citizen initiatives. Assessment of civil society is
justified for a number of reasons.
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Firstly, as mentioned above, the decentral and evolving forms of governance prompt
efforts to evaluate its effects (e.g. societal impact) and to hold the new array of citizen initiatives
accountable.
Secondly, the UNDP (2010) shows many positive consequences of evaluating, such as
increasing accountability, legitimacy, and identifying challenges in order to improve planning,
performance and consideration of citizens’ concerns. Evaluation can contribute to strengthening
civil society. On the one hand, evaluation (not only the results but the process itself) is crucial for
identifying strengths and weaknesses, determining whether activities are in line with a CIs’
mission and thereby increase performance and results, which is attractive for donors. On the other
hand, the learning process behind self-assessment makes civil society as a whole stronger by
increasing its capacity and aptitude to take evidence based actions. This may lead to more
cooperation, increased independence and more public support in face of controversial policies
(UNDP, 2010).
Thirdly, in the context of wicked (sustainability) problems in the information age, Termeer
et al. (2016) argue for the need to span boundaries between groups. Evaluation frameworks, if
used appropriately can act as an interaction medium for this purpose, and also thereby increase
connectivity.
Lastly, evaluation is also needed for different actors to have knowledge of impact and for
reasons of accountability and selection for sponsors.
However, no tool was specifically designed for green citizen initiatives. Creating such an
evaluation framework is a sensitive task, as it must serve both the purpose of the government,
sponsors and the interests and values of initiatives, which may have diverging agendas. Several
issues arise when it comes to evaluation.
Heterogeneity of GCIs
One important issue concerns the diverse nature of GCIs. It is complicated to assess GCIs because
there are different types, sizes, capacities, and aims. A good evaluation framework should provide
sufficient space to allow for these differences. However, this diversity also creates challenges
when it comes to selecting proper indicators and methodology. Moreover, the diversity of GCIs
also means that it is “impossible for policy makers to engage with such initiatives armed with
generic policy alone” (Mattijssen et al., 2015: 14). Government and GCIs have some partly
overlapping aims but also diverging ones and “successful collaboration is only possible if the
visions and interests of citizens are taken seriously and efforts are made to develop shared
ambitions based on mutual interests” (ibid.). This entails that an adequate and valid framework
must reflect and encompass this diversity.
Gap between scientists and citizens
Another issue concerns the difference in perception of scientists and (green) citizens. The values
scientists consider to be important in an (internal or external) evaluation framework do not
necessarily correspond with the values GCIs consider important. Moreover, the term value itself
is open to interpretation, where some might favour measurable values inspired from economic
sciences, while others might consider solidarity and a sunset as a value (Mulgan, 2010).
Such disparities are increasingly considered in social sciences (Soma, 2006; Horlings,
2015; Jasanoff, 2002), especially since sustainable development has become a new priority in
policy making at every level. This in turn affects the role of citizens in decision making and science,
in an attempt to make it more democratic and empowering (Bäckstrand, 2003; Lethonen et al.,
2016). This new importance of lay knowledge, or “civic science” (Bäckstrand, 2003: 24), points to
a turn in relationships between expert knowledge and citizens. The roles of different actors
becomes increasingly interesting in the context of uncertain and wicked problems, where
scientific decisions become increasingly political, and sometimes, lose legitimacy (Bäckstrand,
2003; Jasanoff, 2002). Participatory science in turn restores public trust in science by bridging the
gap and interests, through dialogue and transparency. This remains a debated topic, as risks
associated with increased citizenry participation in science are raised (Bäckstrand, 2003; Lidskog,
2008).
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In this research, we have considered citizens, particularly engaged citizens, as increasingly
important stakeholders in influencing research and policy, as well as growing and transformative
societal actors, at least at the local scale. This trend is reinforced by recent processes of
regionalisation and information flows (Soma et al., 2016). However, as we shall see, this remains
an uncertain statement, that is easier said than done.
In addition, with regards to evaluating GCIs, it is important to understand that there are
different ways to evaluate (participatory, top-down, quantitative, qualitative, surveys,
frameworks, etc). Besides, the purpose for which evaluation is done, and by whom, will have an
impact on chosen indicators and results. In turn, the choice and operationalisation of indicators
can have contradictory effects, such empowerment or increased control (Lethonen et al., 2016). A
framework may have different purposes and the ones stated by Alterra (visibility, categorising,
organisational learning), are multi-interpretable, leading to a risk of misunderstanding and poor
operationalisation.
In short, evaluation frameworks can serve different purposes and are increasingly relevant in the
context of evolving governance arrangements. Some of them allow for more connectivity,
visibility, empowerment or opportunities for support. However, poorly designed frameworks can
hamper such processes, and their legitimacy may be questionable. Therefore, this project aims to
review Alterra’s frameworks, outlining their main strengths and weaknesses and providing
research based recommendations, keeping in mind their purposes and the broader context and
complications outlined above.
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4. Results
In this chapter we will show the main results from the interviews and focus group. First we
mention a general observation. After that we show the observations and results from the
interviews. Finally we describe the core findings of the focus group.
During the process of making appointments with the GCIs and other parties we
experienced a low response rate from GCIs to take part in an interview or the focus group. 80% of
invited GCIs did not respond to the invitation by e-mail, and when we called afterwards, around
50% of the GCIs said they were not interested in frameworks. Some other initiatives responded
they did not want to participate because they were fed up with participating in many research
projects or they said they did not have time for it. This is an interesting observation related to the
usefulness of and the need for these frameworks, and we will mention it later in the
recommendations.
4.1 Interviews
Our interviews revealed mixed feelings about evaluation and the evaluation frameworks. In fact,
many members of the GCIs were not very enthusiastic when we showed them the framework.
Someone even said “Dan zou ik zeggen; lazer op met die formuliertjes, laat het mensen lekker zelf
doen!” (“Then I would say; bugger off with these papers, let people do it themselves”). However,
a member of Stichting Vrienden van het Overbosch, who already uses a number of evaluation
tools, said “I think you’re doing a really good job to evaluate and check these frameworks, and I
hope something really good comes out of it and that you can make some improvements with that”.
While filling in the framework, people differ in their approach. Some people only fill in the
numbers and others write comments. When comments are made they almost never fit between
the lines of the framework. Questions are raised throughout the framework about definitions and
meanings, mostly because they are described in a difficult way and in every interview people
asked us about the definitions of particular indicators. Most people do not think indicators are
missing, and they say that the indicators cover the whole spectrum of points of attention.
Interestingly, the listed economic values are considered not that important, compared to the other
values. Additionally, we observed that filling in the framework is being done in two different
manners. Some people indeed rate the main indicators and check the sub-indicators, however the
majority rates every single sub-indicator and skips to rate the main indicators. The people from
the GCIs are motivated to tell their own story and to express their opinion.
A lot of comments were made on almost all indicators. It differed per initiative and per
person which indicators are considered most important or whether some indicators are clear or
too vague. A member of the Groene Helling said about the indicators: “I find them quite abstract,
some words I would have to look up.” In other words, this framework’s language is too
complicated for most people. Even for academics, because all three people from De Groene Helling
had a master's degree. Moreover, some indicators were not relevant or suited for particular
initiatives in their context. In the appendices the list of the indicators is shown, including
comments and suggestions for improvement. On the question whether they miss some indicators
all GCIs answered no. Although not explicitly mentioned, it seemed the initiatives liked it to have
values as sub-indicators.
The academic jargon in the manual of the framework led to irritation. “Dan denk ik ‘pfff,
wat ingewikkeld. Hier ga ik toch niet aan beginnen!” (“Pfff, how complicated, I would be a fool if I
am gonna use it.”), said a member of De Voedseltuin. For all interviewees a ‘CAS manier van kijken’
was not clear. This led to uncertainty at the beginning about how to use the framework.
For the internal framework it was not clear whether the scaling should be interpreted as
contribution or ambition. Therefore a few people proposed to make a two columns in the
framework, one for ambition (how important is this to you) and one for contribution (to what
extent do you contribute to this value). The scale (from 0-5) was fine by half of the initiatives.
However, interestingly most of them did not know ‘0’ is supposed to be chosen when the indicator
is not applicable. Some interviewees put 4’s and 5’s almost at every indicator, however this mostly
related to their ambition and not to their realised activities. Other interviewees had several
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reasons to disagree with the scale, like “the numbers don’t indicate what it means”, or they would
never fill in a 5 because there is always room for improvement. In interviews with more than one
interviewee there were differences between what the score of the internal framework would be.
Someone said “Giving a 3, what does it mean? It depends on the person, everyone has its own
emphasis. Some people really try to promote sustainability to society. Some people just want to
grow some vegetables.” Therefore interviewees recommended that there should be more space
for comments or explanation. This same argument was also mentioned concerning the external
framework. You need to know how to score an indicator. This is not possible without context, so
a conversation is needed, or storytelling.
Overall, the initiatives were not very content and pleased with both frameworks. First of
all, the time of volunteers is limited. Most of them are fed up with bureaucracy: “Make sure people
can do what they want to do, instead of wasting their time to fill in forms and documents. That is
such a waste! It is such a bad development in our society these days”. Secondly, all initiatives we
interviewed have already a kind of internal learning, sometimes as part of the general meetings,
sometimes just in the breaks: “No, I would never take the internal framework as guidance to a
meeting with my fellow volunteers, that happens informally. You would probably talk about these
things anyway, you’re not going to use a framework to discuss this.” The internal framework could
be more focussed on learning, for example by inserting a learning cycle. This idea, mentioned by
a member of Stichting Vrienden van het Overbosch, is to include a 0-situation, current and future
in the framework, in which you can compare the GCIs’ progress before and after every x years.
Other initiatives just mentioned it is enough for internal learning to make a difference between
intentions and achievements. The internal framework also could be used as checklist in the
starting phase of an initiative.
Members of initiatives recognise the need for evaluation, especially when a lot of money
is involved. “They also have to justify their money flows”; “I understand that they want this
framework, because they need it for their legitimacy”. Also the Oranje Fonds mentioned their
responsibility to their donors, but during the interviews they could not come up with specific
problems regarding current evaluation methods. The existing evaluation methods are easy and
sufficient. The Oranje Fonds for example only asks for a plan before and a justification afterwards.
There are no strict criteria for the report, but the plan should meet the assessment criteria of the
Oranje Fonds. The need for interaction and the possibility to tell your own story is highly valued
by the members of the citizen initiatives.
On the other hand, our interviewees are afraid there may be a hidden agenda and normsetting of external parties, meaning the indicators of the external framework become leading for
getting funding. This creates a top-down relationship with the initiatives, while by definition the
initiatives are organised bottom-up.
4.2 Focus group
We noticed that during the focus group the participants were enthusiastic to meet each other. The
reasons why they participated were curiosity, to get inspired and to share knowledge. We had
sent them the frameworks before the focus group and we noted that everyone had examined the
frameworks and they all came up with useful comments. Most of the comments were critical, but
the large variety of indicators also made them think about how they managed their own initiative.
A problem the participants recognised was the paradoxical two sides of the government.
On the one hand they want to let go some of their responsibilities and assign them to citizens. On
the other hand they do not withdraw from this responsibility, because they keep monitoring the
actions of the initiatives.
A positive notion about the internal framework is the way it makes you think. The
framework can help as a checklist to ask yourself ‘are we still on track?’. The main problems were
the vagueness of the words in the framework (like CAS, and ‘citizen initiative’, and some of the
indicators). They argued the framework needs to be much more informal and personalised. “Het
interne kader is zakelijk, niet inspirerend” (“The internal framework is formal, not inspiring”).
Therefore open questions are important, and space above the framework to write about your
initiative. Also the scales were not clear: what does a big contribution mean? And is it on local or
global level, is it about a contribution to your city, neighbourhood or country? According to the
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participants the goals of the internal framework could be (1) to raise certain points of attention in
your GCI and (2) to become more visible by promoting and comparing.
Frustration is shown when the relation with the government is discussed in the subgroup
on the external framework. “If you want citizens to participate, don’t approach them top-down”.
“An initiative is not a demanding, but an offering party”. Subsidy is not seen as gift, but as
compensation for taking over tasks from the government. But they acknowledge the dilemma:
“Governments look at initiatives from their viewpoints and with their responsibility. But GCIs are
kind of anarchists.”
People are annoyed by over-measuring, sometimes they do no longer participate in citizen
initiatives. The classical way of quantitatively evaluating behind a desk is not appropriate for GCIs.
“What does a number say?” Therefore they would like to insert more open questions in the
framework and space to tell their own story. “Ask participants or a passer-by: what do you think
of this place? If quality is leading, quantity will be spontaneously given by citizen initiatives”.
A framework should be based on trust instead of measuring, especially in the starting
phase. Of course funding bodies have guidelines for trusting initiatives and assessing plans. But
you should look at the living world of people instead of thinking from a system. “When the system
becomes leading, you end up with narrow-minded thinking.”
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5. Recommendations
In this chapter we will show the main outcomes of the data we collected in the interviews, focus
group and literature research. Based on these outcomes we will provide recommendations for
revised evaluation frameworks based on the following aspects: 5.1 recommendations for the
indicators with explanation, 5.2 critical assessment of the frameworks’ methodology and 5.3
critical assessment of the usefulness.
5.1. Indicators
In the appendices we provided two tables which show literal and summarized comments on the
indicators of both frameworks. In the tables we took into account the perspective of the GCIs we
did interviews with, the Oranje Fonds (only for the external framework) and a methodology
expert from WUR. Overall, most interviewees said they had the feeling that almost all aspects of
GCIs are covered by the indicators in the frameworks, and some indicators were seen as very
important. In the following section we will shortly explain some critical comments and present
recommendations on the indicators.
Overall, some interviewees had the feeling the frameworks are too long and repetitive. In
some cases the indicators overlap and are considered too similar. The details about which
indicators and why are explained in the table. Therefore, some indicators should be merged to
avoid repetition and blasé indicators.
From the interview with the Oranje Fonds it became clear that the second table
‘doelstellingen’ (‘goals’) of the external framework is not effective. They do appreciate the related
activities which need to be filled in, but the Oranje Fonds made clear to us that they do not have
objectives, but criteria. When they evaluate a project they look at things like volunteering, social
activities, cooperation, sustainability in time etc., which they would not consider as objectives or
goals. The specific word ‘doelstellingen’ could be made broader in order to include goals, criteria
or values of sponsors, depending on what is customary to the sponsor. The Oranje Fonds
suggested to use the word ‘beoordelingscriteria’ (‘assessment criteria’). In that case it would
require more explanation, which increases the credibility of this table. We would recommend to
replace the word ‘doelstellingen’ with ‘beoordelingscriteria’ in the external framework.
People in the interviews said for both framework they did not miss any indicator, or they
could at the moment not think of any missing indicators. However, in the future they would like
to have the opportunity to add some indicators. They also brought up the problem of a pre-set
framework, in which they cannot express their creativity. Therefore, we recommend to leave
some blank spaces below each main indicator, to add own sub-indicators or own goals in
the internal framework.
Finally, special attention needs to be paid to the syntax of the text in the frameworks. This
means construction of sentences and spelling errors. There is a minor spelling mistake in the
external framework: ‘in hoeverre passen de activiteiten van het initiatief bij de onze
doelstellingen?’. What is also very important, and came back in some interviews, is to be more
careful in the use of words: ‘Het initiatief communiceert..’ is not right, because an initiative cannot
‘do’ things. It should be changed into ‘Mensen betrokken bij..’ or ’initiatiefnemers..’. Careful
attention needs to be paid to the syntax, construction of sentences and spelling errors, of
the text in the frameworks.
5.2. Methodology
This sub-section contains recommendations for the methodology. We will first discuss
recommendations for the internal framework and then provide recommendations for the external
framework.
Internal framework
There are five key points for recommendation in the internal framework. The first is addressed in
the first recommendation; the other four in the second recommendation.
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Firstly, interviewees struggle with the academic jargon in the internal framework. The
difficulties start already in the first sentence with ‘CAS manier van kijken’, and continue
throughout the framework with words like ‘sociale cohesie’ en ‘kleine kringlopen’. Also sentences
like “Het ‘waardeweb’ visualiseert dit voor het palet aan waarden en laat het unieke profiel van
het initiatief zien” are not understood. Moreover, some people in the interviews and in the focus
group were confused if the contribution of the indicators should be filled in on local scale or on a
bigger scale. For example, ‘afval vermindering’ could be measured in the neighbourhood, at the
scale of the city or even national. Without guidance, the interviewees did not know how to
measure the indicators. A research methodologist at WUR stresses that the instructions and
indicators should be formulated in the language of the target group. This is in accordance with
literature, where Heinrich stresses that academic jargon should be avoided, and precise and real
life terms should be used (Heinrich, 2004). Therefore we strongly advise Alterra to either use
simpler words, and/or to provide users with a list of concepts and suggestions on what to
consider when rating, guiding the user through the framework. In appendices 2 & 3 we
made two tables showing all the words and concepts people considered too vague or
academic.
Our second suggestions concerns the layout of the framework. Four discussion points are in place.
Firstly, we observed that people from GCIs filled in the internal framework in different
manners. Some people indeed rate the main indicators and check the sub-indicators, thus
following the instructions. However, the majority rates every single sub-indicator and skips the
main indicators. Moreover, some people thought that they could never score a ‘5’ for a main
indicator because their initiative was not checking all the boxes of the sub-indicators. If we take
the indicator ‘milieu en klimaat’ as an example, some people rated themselves a ‘3’ because their
initiative contributes to some extent to ‘afvalvermindering, scheiding en compostering’,
‘hergebruik van spullen en materialen’ as well as ‘lucht- en/of waterkwaliteit’, but not so much to
‘productie van groene energie’ and ‘klimaatbestendig maken van wijken’. In those cases, they take
an average of the sub-indicators and give this score for the main indicator (if they score it at
all).Yet it is questionable if they should then give themselves a ‘3’, just because their initiative does
not cover all the sub-indicators. It is apparent, that the instructions regarding checking or rating
main- and sub-indicators are multi-interpretable and the layout of the framework allows for these
different interpretations.
Secondly, an important critique on the framework that was mentioned multiple times
during interviews is that the comment box is too small. The people from the GCIs are motivated
to tell their own story and to express their opinion. Also the literature stresses the importance of
explanation. Rating without explanation would ignore the story behind the numbers (Pagoulatos
& Kastritis, 2013). The box does not provide enough space to fill in substantial comments, yet
interviewees remarked that having space for comments is valuable.
Thirdly, we think that the current scale from 0-5 is not yet well-defined. In the current
manual of the framework people are instructed to rate ‘0’ if a certain indicator is not applicable.
The subsequent number is 1 which is associated with ‘small contribution’. Therefore GCIs that, for
example, do not yet contribute to biodiversity but do indeed feel that the indicator is applicable
for them, cannot choose an appropriate answer in the framework. Additionally, only the scores 0,
1, and 5 are defined. The numbers 2, 3, and 4 are not defined. We suggest to clearly define all
numbers in the current scale to improve the instructions. This is especially important if the
internal framework will be used for the purpose of comparing. For comparing it is important that
subjectivity is ruled out as much as possible.
Fourthly, another critique point is that there is unclarity regarding the reference of rating.
Some people rate the indicators with reference to importance while others rate them with
reference to achievement. We believe that both aspects are important and that they both should
be
included
in
the
framework.
To address the aspects mentioned above, we suggest to (1) create an unambiguous layout;
(2) create a bigger comment box and invite people to explain why they gave themselves a
particular score; (3) clearly define all numbers in the current scale and add a N/A column;
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and (4) to make room for both aspects of ambition and realisation, We recommend the
following format:
Indicator

Ambitie
n.v.t.

Score
0;1;2;3;4;5

Realisatie
n.v.t.

Leg uit waarom

Score
0;1;2;3;4;5

Natuur,
landschap en
groen
- Biodiversiteit
- Lokaal voedsel
- Uniek landschap

External framework
We provide five points of recommendations for improvement of the external framework in this
section.
Firstly, there was confusion in the format of the external framework. In the first part of the
framework, which checks if the initiative is a citizen initiative, 5 questions have to be answered
with ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Subsequently the question is asked if all of the above questions are answered
with ‘yes’. Many interviewees were confused by this sixth question. They stated that this sixth
question implied that there were certain consequences if this question was answered with ‘no’,
but it is not clear what kind of consequences. We observed that a lot of times people start
discussing if it is valuable to know if specifically the indicators ‘legality’ and ‘commercial’, are
answered with ‘no’. We recommend to think (1) about the legitimacy of the legal and
commercial questions; and (2) to specify what the result is of answering ‘no’ to one or
multiple of the first five questions.
Secondly, as was the case in the internal framework, we think that the current scale from
‘--’ to ‘++’ is not well defined. Only the scores ‘--’, ‘0’, and ‘++’ are explicitly defined. We stress it is
important to also define ‘-’ and ‘+’. Moreover, interviewees and the research methodologist from
WUR emphasize that criteria for certain indicators are missing. Similarly to our recommendation
for the internal framework, we recommend to include a page with concepts and definitions
of the scale, guiding the user through the framework. Additionally, we advise Alterra to
make more explicit what the criteria are for each possible score.
Thirdly, there is a specific critique on the two indicators on ‘mislukkingen’ and ‘innovatie’
in the external framework. The research methodologist from WUR emphasized that these two
questions are now stated as double-barreled questions. Double-barreled questions need to be
avoided as they imply a direction and make some answers impossible to give, as two questions
are asked for one answer. For example, “Is het initiatief open over mislukkingen en worden die
aangegrepen om van te leren?” and “In hoeverre zijn de activiteiten van het initiatief innovatief en
daardoor leerzaam voor anderen?” are methodologically illegitimate questions. Therefore, we
recommend to avoid double-barreled questions and restructure the two questions on
‘mislukkingen’ and ‘innovatie’.
Fourthly, a similar critique concerns the questions related to ‘gelijkwaardigheid’: ‘Er zijn
geen signalen over dominantie van enkele personen binnen het initiatief’. Confusion arises due to
the negative formulation of this sentence. Additionally, as mentioned in the table of indicators in
the appendices, this indicator also causes for confusion with regard to its desirability. Some
interviewees consider it not problematic and inevitable to have dominant individuals in the
initiative. These two issues can be solved by formulating the sentence differently. We propose
that this indicator should be formulated positively, for instance: ‘Er is ruimte voor gelijke
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inbreng van alle personen binnen het initiatief.’ If in the future additional indicators are
added, we stress the importance of formulating questions and sentences positively.
5.3 Usefulness
The aim of this sub-section is to critically assess the usefulness of both frameworks. Usefulness
naturally flows from the use of an adapted, relevant and valid methodology as well as indicators,
which have been covered in the previous sub-sections. Below we focus on usefulness in relation
to the purpose and the need for these frameworks.
Internal framework
The internal framework serves a number of purposes: “profiling, showing meaning, internal
bonding, and learning from own processes” (Westerink & Buijs, 2016). These multiple possible
uses make assessing the internal framework’s usefulness complicated. The purposes of internal
bonding and learning suggest that the framework is set up as a self-assessment tool, meaning it is
used by people from the GCIs, for people in the GCIs. However, the purposes of profiling and
showing meaning implicate that the results of the framework are going to be seen by other
initiatives. The purpose of the framework has implications for the right methodology and
willingness to use it, therefore we recommend Alterra to clearly define its purpose.
In this chapter we first will elaborate on the usefulness of the purposes of internal bonding and
learning from own processes. Subsequently, the purposes of profiling and showing meaning will
be discussed.
For the purpose of internal bonding and learning from own processes we have found that
some people from the initiatives see potential in using the framework. Based on the interviews
and focus group, we can say that the most important aspect of the usefulness of the internal
framework is the fact that people can use it as a tool to see if they are still ‘on track’ with their GCI.
Multiple people from GCIs labelled it as a ‘checklist’ during the interviews and the focus group. In
essence, then, the internal framework could contribute to being aware of one’s weaknesses and
strengths as a GCI (UNDP, 2010: 11; Pagoulatos & Kastritis, 2013). Respondents told us the
framework helps to realize what has been achieved already and where there is still room for
improvement. Therefore we suggest Alterra to take our recommendations, regarding the
internal framework, provided in the chapters 5.1 indicators and 5.2 methodology into
account, through which the people from the initiatives can use this framework for internal
bonding and learning.
For the purpose of profiling and showing meaning, the assessment of the usefulness is
slightly more complicated. These two goals connote that the framework is going to be used for
comparing. Interviewees and participants of the focus group expressed that they liked the idea of
comparing their scores with other initiatives through this framework. This has implications for
the framework’s methodology. As mentioned before, if the framework is being used as a selfassessment tool, subjectivity is not a problem. However, when other initiatives are going to look
at each other's results, this is a weakness of the instrument. For example, the instructions of the
framework refer to scale ‘1’ as an indication of a ‘small contribution’. This is rather unclear and
open to interpretation. Particularly the problem of subjectivity comes into play: as the scores are
insufficiently defined, there is a risk of multi-interpretability of what activities constitute a
particular number and there is a risk that the framework elicits socially desirable behaviour, that
is, people often rate themselves higher.
However, we think the problem of multi-interpretability is sufficiently dealt with when
the recommendation about definitions of the ratings and the list of concepts will be implemented,
as it will guide the user through the framework (see earlier recommendations). The problem of
socially desirable behaviour is more complicated to address. We stress to explicitly appoint in the
manual that this is a learning tool and that giving low scores is as accepted as giving high scores
(i.e. to advise people to be honest with yourself). This will partially take away the risk of giving
socially desirable answers. We therefore recommend Alterra to be aware of these issues of
multi-interpretability and socially desirable behaviour, and to specifically take the
following recommendations into account: (1) define the ratings (0-5) and add a list of
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concepts, guiding the user through the framework; (2) state explicitly in the manual that
this framework is a learning tool.
External framework
Generally, our fieldwork revealed that the need for external evaluation is understood, but that the
external framework in its current shape is not considered useful and appropriate. Especially for
accountability, when funding is occurring, the people from the initiatives understand the necessity
of evaluating. Also the literature stresses the positive effects of evaluating for increased
accountability, legitimacy, and to identify challenges (UNDP, 2010). However, the Oranje Fonds
only recognized the need for evaluation when projects involved serious budgets. Therefore, if this
framework is going the be used in practice, we want to emphasize that the use might be mediocre
in number. Moreover, the fact that the Oranje Fonds uses adapted frameworks for different
initiatives raises doubts on the appropriateness of one general framework, considering the wide
diversity of initiatives.
During the many phone calls, interviews and conversations with the people from the
initiatives, we observed that a framework in its essence provokes resistance and stress. The low
response rate and little motivation to participate in our research raises concerns for the
usefulness of a framework in general. Additionally, during our in-depth interviews people
revealed that they are fed up with forms and top-down evaluation schemes. These reactions raise
serious doubts on whether an external framework in general does justice to the members of
initiatives. However, as mentioned before the need for evaluation is understood. In the context of
shifting governance and the understood need for evaluation we have recommendations to
increase its usefulness and legitimacy for the initiatives.
First and foremost, as highlighted in the previous sections, the purposes of the framework
have important implications for the design, content and adoption of the frameworks. The
purposes of the external framework, however, are not clear. Westerink and Buijs (2016) claim the
purposes are firstly selecting, and secondly assessing whether to support with subsidy, land,
policy or otherwise. However, in the Notitie evaluatiekader groene burgerinitiatieven (Westerink
& Buijs, 2016), the primary purposes of the external evaluation framework are stated as “evaluate
to select, hold accountable, stimulate diversity, and experiment”. There is a difference between
the purposes listed in the external framework and the purposes mentioned in the accompanying
text of the framework. In the accompanying text the purposes are not only clarified, but normative
purposes (“stimulate diversity, experiment”) are added. This has implications for the usefulness
and legitimacy of the frameworks existence, as a tool with an unclear purpose undermines clear
understanding and transparency. As it is important for initiatives to know on what ground and
for which purpose they are evaluated. Therefore, the purposes must be clarified, ideally in a
limited number of terms and must be explicitly and consistently written. These must be
reflected in the structure and design of the framework, and must reflect the needs of GCIs.
Secondly, we discovered during the interviews that qualitative analysis is valued as more
important and relevant than quantitative analysis, which is to a great extent being used in the
current framework. Through a narrative and descriptive type of evaluation, citizens have space to
tell their stories and to show the meaning the initiative has for the people involved. In this way,
goals and values of initiatives are not forgotten, and the framework can fit its aim of serving the
purpose of the GCI’s as well. Moreover, through more qualitative assessment and providing more
space to assess the interest of GCIs, the risk of steering of citizen engagement (Van Dam, 2015) by
external parties is avoided. This idea will be elaborated further in the second point for discussion
in the next chapter.
This does not mean that quantitative questions should be completely left out, as the people
from the initiatives actually understand the need for quantitative data and are interested and
curious themselves as well. However, they stress that holding accountable through mostly
quantitative questions is not appropriate. Therefore, we suggest to put more emphasis on
qualitative questions and story-telling for holding accountable and provide additional
quantitative questions which can be filled in voluntarily.
The third recommendation refers to the way evaluation is designed and performed. Both
fieldwork and literature research (Termeer et al., 2016; UNPD, 2010) have revealed the need for
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and effectiveness of interaction, personal contact and visits to the initiatives. Initiatives should be
able to physically show their work and activities. The interviews and focus group revealed that
there is a consensus among the members of the initiatives that being present, feeling, and
experiencing cannot be replaced by document forms. Evaluation in the form of filled in
frameworks, without physical contact, is not considered appropriate according to the people from
the GCIs. Circumstances are always changing, and this evaluation framework only gives a
snapshot of an initiative; it is not able to show the identity of the initiative. Moreover, regular
interaction also contributes to building trust, a factor considered crucial by many respondents.
We therefore recommend Alterra to stress the importance of interaction throughout, and
ideally before, data collection by sponsors.
This also concerns the design of evaluation frameworks. Indeed, participatory processes
in the design phase ensures that the interests of initiatives are considered and that this framework
serves their purposes, also avoiding, as stated above, hidden agendas and steering of citizen
engagement. Therefore, when revising this framework we recommend Alterra to do the
revision in consultation with the people form the GCIs.
As closing remarks, it is worthwhile noting that most respondents found the separation
between both frameworks relevant, at least in the interviews they did not mention this as a
problem. Furthermore, the situation in which GCIs operate make the usefulness of both
frameworks limited, since they face a lack of time or people, as well as the contradictory relation
with bureaucracy. One respondent stated “I am contradicting myself; on the one hand I would like
less bureaucracy and I don’t want to do all this, but on the other hand I would like to monitor
more.” Finally, since Alterra developed the frameworks for green citizen initiatives, we question
why some relevant ‘green’ indicators in the internal framework are not mentioned in the external
framework. Interestingly, it was not seen as a problem in the interviews, because only one
interviewee noticed this. So that is why we recommend to Alterra to think about why there
are no ‘green’ indicators in the external framework, and whether or not this should be
added.
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6. Discussion
The broader goal of this project was to support, connect and empower citizen initiatives. We have
attempted to contribute to it by providing criticisms and recommendations to two frameworks.
Our results have implications for academia, practice and further research. Below we outline main
points for discussion, followed by the limitations we encountered. This will in turn lead to some
recommendations for further research, stated in our conclusion.
6.1 Implications of our research results
Empowerment and internal learning
Firstly, one discussion point concerns the idea of empowerment and support and whether these
issues are in fact about evaluation or rather, internal learning.
A number of interviewees deplored the lack of potential for internal learning, particularly in the
internal framework. Concerning the external framework, whether an initiative is in line with the
goals of (potential) sponsors is important. However, it could be assumed that it is likely an
initiative would ask support from a sponsor with similar objectives. Rather, it might be more
relevant to emphasise performance and improvements of GCIs by including their own goals and
targets. Joep from Stichting Vrienden van het Overbosch deplores the lack of potential for longer
term learning and improvement, both in the internal and external frameworks:
“You should change the research altogether. You should look at the 0-situation, so
‘what was the situation before the GCI started’, then the C-situation (current), and
then plans for the F-situation (future). So you need to find out what has been done
to go from 0 to C, and what we do to go from C to F. And you can repeat this every 5
years. I studied politics myself, and in politics they often do this. Without explanation
it’s all paper filling.”
“This evaluation is really not for internal learning. [..] External evaluation is always
good, otherwise you could just flush the money down the toilet, but you should not
evaluate just for the fact to evaluate. You should be learning from the evaluation, and
you can’t do that when looking at numbers. This framework doesn’t look at the story
behind it.”
Although this particular format (0, C, F) is not necessarily the most appropriate, the idea of
integrating space for learning is a valuable one. It would be interesting to find out what the best
way to do so would be. Heinrich (2004) states that an evaluation tool is only empowering if it
includes an assessment of strength and weaknesses and the possibility of creating an action plan
and including new indicators to be assessed for this purpose. This can insure improvement of
performance and impact, and promote accountability with sponsors or municipalities. This would
support and empower initiatives in becoming stronger societal actors.
Disconnectivity
Secondly, and related to the above discussion point, many of our findings bear witness to issues
of disconnectivity. In order to learn from each other, several respondents also expressed the need
for more connection, thereby showing that connecting goes hand in and with supporting and
empowering, but also that this might be a priority, if not a precondition. Transition Tuin
Apeldoorn explained they were trying to connect local initiatives in Apeldoorn but that it was a
difficult task, which hampered on their impact on the city level and learning from each other. They
felt that actors like Kracht in Nederland were not performing well as connecting actors. Therefore,
both horizontal and vertical disconnectivity seems to take place.
On the one hand, disconnectivity between citizen initiatives and the government or
municipalities exists. This is explainable by their nature as sub-political actors and might hamper
common efforts towards desirable societal goals. Our interviewee from Vrij Groen in Oegstgeest
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explained that contacts with the municipality are often a struggle, because they are not used to
citizen initiatives yet and the members of the initiative never know who to talk to, or these persons
do not call back. There are also misunderstandings but very limited communication about these.
Often disconnectivity between citizens and policymakers is experienced, because on the one hand
policymakers are not aware of what’s going on on the ground, lack the knowledge, capacity, or the
willingness to engage (Franklin & Marsden, 2014). Like the Oranje Fonds mentioned in the
interview, some civil servants are afraid of unintended consequences when they give too much
space to citizen initiatives. Interestingly, members of Transition Tuin Apeldoorn, who do not
depend on external funds but do need cooperation about land use, are happy with the rare contact
with the municipality, as it gives them more freedom. However, they explain, a trust relationship
has been nurtured at the beginning of the project, which changes the operating context
completely. As stated earlier, initiatives are not always willing to cooperate for ideological
reasons, or because of different understandings of environmental conservation. However, from
our focus group and other interviews we observed a willingness to cooperate, but also a deep
irritation about the attitude of the government, working top-down, (seemingly) arrogant, and
forcing the initiatives to work with their system. Termeer et al. (2016) argue that to bridge the
boundaries between groups, an evaluation framework can possibly be useful, as an interaction
medium, but the conditions under which this is the case evolve in the current governance context.
Moreover, questions are raised on the relevance of evaluation, which can be interpreted as an
attempt to retain control despite the “roll back of the state”.
Trust has been identified by interviewees and the focus group participants as determinant
for effective external evaluation by sponsors or municipalities. Respondents argued that more
than a framework, what is needed between sponsors, municipalities and initiatives is regular
contact and trust. Members of Transition Tuin Apeldoorn believed a sponsor could not possibly
have the time or resources to build bonds with all the initiatives they support, and therefore the
filling in of evaluation frameworks should be delegated to a trusted intermediary, such as the
municipality. This relates to the idea of the “Pathfinder”, initiated by the Welsh Government and
the city of Cardiff (see Franklin & Marsden, 2014). A sponsor cannot answer many of the
questions, such as whether GCI is unique, as they would need an in depth overview of a large
number of initiatives in order to have an overview of their diversity (or not). This has implications
on conceptions of governance and the relation between authorities and citizen organisations.
Van Dam (2014), Cashmore et al. (2010) and participants in our research recognise the
political character of evaluation, potentially hidden agendas and risks of steering of citizen
engagement. On the one hand, as an interviewee from the Groene Helling mentioned, it could be
argued that in order to promote transparency, the goals the sponsors included in the external
framework should be shared with initiatives beforehand. On the other hand, Van Dam et al. (2014)
argue that “discourses produced by governmental organizations on what it entails to be an active
citizen have a performative effect on citizens’ initiatives, which adapt themselves, anticipate on
what is expected from them and act strategically towards these discourses. As a consequence,
some people become ‘good’ citizens meeting the expectations of the governmental discourse”
(ibid.: 1). Another related aspect is the political character of science, where decisions by a
heterogenous group, yet generally referred to as “experts” are in fact based on conceptions of
knowledge and values, and remain political decisions. The solution to such issues is often found
in participatory approaches as mentioned above. However, it is wise to remain cautious of such
important yet normative ideas. Cashmore et al. (2010) argue that such approaches are “founded
on the questionable assumption that perspectives derived from divergent ways of knowing and
valuing are commensurate: that is to say, that a single analytical evaluation framework can be
derived from plural perspectives. Secondly, we also problematize, from a political perspective, the
notion of consensus which frequently underpins participatory approaches seeking to combine
plural perspectives” (ibid.: 377). Notions of consensus, however, “inevitably involves the
exclusion of actors and/or ideas, and hence involves the exercise of power” (ibid.: 377). Therefore,
it is crucial to recognise the potentially contradictory effects of evaluation. Cashmore et al. argue
that more honesty about political goals and institutional constraints is needed, but whether that
realistic or even desirable remain an open question.
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Disconnectivity also exists between initiatives, as explained above. This points to the
greater need for networks, events, online platforms and other channels of communication. We will
elaborate further on this point later. In this sense, fostering trust between societal actors in this
age of transformation might be a priority to achieve many common and important goals of our
times such as sustainability, environmental protection, social cohesion and democracy.
Collaboration and heterogeneity
Thirdly, our results also link back to the other challenge outlined in our literature review: the
diverse nature of citizen initiatives, also within green citizen initiatives. Such a “sector” is
complicated to assess and an adequate and valid framework must encompass diversity. In the
focus group, participants said they do not want to be assessed by pre-set criteria but that the
evaluation should remain more open. For Transition Tuin and others, the frameworks were not
considered creative, while the Oranje Fonds also believe a general framework is not adapted.
Although at this point, little can be done to provide recommendations on how to concretely tackle
these issues, it points to the recognised need for more qualitative assessment, which contains
more information and is more in line with the needs and diversity of initiatives. The UNDP (2010)
argues that in the case of external evaluation, civil society organisations (CSOs) remain important
stakeholders that may be consulted and involved in data collection. Donors are the main
promoters of assessment but tend not to reflect the priorities of CSOs themselves, and might be
more focused on how money was spent in qualitative terms than meeting benchmarks important
for the organization's mission. Often, donors are not transparent and this makes participatory CSO
led assessment much more valuable. However, donors might better considered other
international or national standards. Therefore, as mentioned above, a collaboration is necessary.
Whether an initiative is in line with the goals of (potential) sponsors is important. However, it
could be assumed that it is likely an initiative would ask support from a sponsor with similar
objectives. Rather, it might be more relevant to emphasize, or include, performance and
improvements of GCIs. Moreover, some participants of the focus group argued they would like to
be assessed based on their values. It might also make the external evaluation more relevant,
actionable and adapted to diversity and likely to include a broader range of interests. In this light,
although it was not clearly mentioned in all the interviews, the combination of qualitative and
quantitative assessment, looking at both sponsors’ and citizens’ goals might be a way to make
evaluation more encompassing. This also relates to the fact that there are different
understandings of what an appropriate evaluation entails, and this relates to the purposes: here
empowerment, sharing and learning might need to be emphasized over top-down evaluation.
Information age and role of civic science
Fourthly, two main findings clearly relate to shifts in governance, notably informational
governance, and the role of science and citizens in society. Thomas Mattijssen observed in our
meeting that there is a clear shift in theory and policy formulation about participation, but that it
is not reflected in practice, once more pointing to the greater need for dialogue, especially when
considering the increasing societal role of citizen initiatives. Transition Tuin Apeldoorn also
observed that it is a pity only very little learning and communication occurs, and that events
organised by platforms would change the atmosphere completely. In the context of the
information age, CAS and wicked problems, the need to span boundaries becomes ever more clear.
ICT technologies accelerate “irreversible changes”, notably in governance and power
structures, in a time where top down governance with state control of information is replaced
with uncontrolled flows of information. These flows are increasingly connecting and empowering
self-governed citizens into powerful networked communities that can increasingly set the agenda
(Termeer et al., 2016). These impressions point to ongoing transformations of governance, where
the sharp separation between citizens, government and science is outdated. There is a conflicting
phenomenon here, confirmed by Thomas Mattijssen: on the one hand, understanding the
academic language used in this framework is limited to people with knowledge of certain
disciplines and high education levels. On the other hand, citizens are increasingly becoming
experts and generators and users of important data in the information age: “The gap is getting
smaller, but there is still a gap” (interview with Thomas Mattijssen). In fact, members of the
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Transition Tuin Apeldoorn found the frameworks too “basic” and only “scratching the surface”.
This is sharply opposed to the argument of the methodology expert we met, who said that the
form seems to be “created by academics for academics”. This argument was however supported
by members of the Groene Helling who noticed this framework is “elitist”, or, another interviewee,
that “such a framework already beforehand gives me a feeling of resistance and then I
automatically lean backwards. We prefer to investigate things ourselves, instead of consulting in
books or something”. This points to the present shift, where roles are changing, heterogeneous
and not clearly defined. Therefore a clear link seem to appear between notions of disconnectivity
and the information age.
Termeer et al. (2016) argue that recently, literature and governments have turned their
attentions to digital technologies. They write that sponsors and policy makers often use these
websites as public relations tools and miss out on opportunities for fostering trust. Through three
successful case studies, they show it could be a bridge to enable collaborative governance towards
sustainable solutions. In the article they speak of different medias like apps, that serve as links
and create interaction between civil society and authorities. Such technologies benefit both civil
society, which may gain a voice and visibility, while the government gains legitimacy and access
to useful data. An online evaluation framework could have added value if its potential contribution
to policy and budgeting is made explicit. Such a tool would bridge physical, cognitive and social
boundaries by creating an accessible interface between policymakers and activists / citizens,
where opinions are expressed and data collected. It can foster the identification of shared values,
mutual understanding, reunite technical matters with a citizen perspective and allows citizens to
challenge the government’s information monopoly. Such a tool also solves two key concern:
getting all stakeholders physically together and keeping all participants up to date. In short, such
tools could in fact contribute to supporting, empowering and connection citizen initiatives in a
manner that fits new mechanisms of participatory governance (ibid.).
Challenges, however, incur. Firstly, the development of such tools requires collaboration.
Secondly, just as forms on paper, it cannot work only online, as face to face interaction is still
needed and a balance must be found. If this is achieved, online connections and physical contact
mutually reinforce each other. Thirdly, such tools only work if language is adapted. Finally, there
is a risk of exclusion of vulnerable people or people that do not want or cannot use internet
technologies. Although identifying whether an online tool would be welcomed was not focus of
this project, the findings of Termeer et al. (2016) provide precious insight on the potential role of
evaluation in the information age. The following questions remain: do our findings really reflect a
broader societal change? Or is, as Matthijsen argued, this interest in participation not reflected in
practice? How can the goals and needs of diverse societal actors be integrated in more
participatory and representative science and policy making?
Reconceptualising evaluation
Our final point of discussion flows from the previous ones and concerns whether the very concept
of evaluation should be revised. It is by now understood that the NPM paradigm and top-down
accountability are not priorities anymore. Rather, concepts like CAS, participatory governance
and trust are at the forefront of contemporary research on governance, civil society and
evaluation. Transition Tuin Apeldoorn observed the increasing networking in that sector and the
need for collaboration, based on trust. This bears witness to evolving governance arrangements
and to the higher role of trust in such collaborative models (rather than accountability and
hierarchy). They argued that after two years of frequent interaction, trust had been established
and replaced evaluation. Moreover subsidies are interpreted by some participants of the focus
groups not as a gift but rather as a compensation for taking up public services as a result of the
rollback of the state. In this context, trust should be established in an atmosphere of cooperation
rather than hierarchical, authoritarian checks. This has implications on understandings of the role
and form of evaluation, and suggests evaluation frameworks should only a part of a broader
processes of evaluation based on interaction, possibly including intermediaries.
6.2 Limitations of our research
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The main obstruction we encountered in our research was that the purpose of the frameworks
was not clear from the start. Alterra mentions five purposes: categorizing, selecting, profiling,
learning and visualizing. The research methodology expert we interviewed really stressed that
there is no point in developing yet another tool if we do not know its purpose for sure. As stated
in our recommendations, we still have the feeling that the purpose of these frameworks is not
identified clearly enough, this has important implications for our research results; only when the
purpose is clear, we can give a good judgement on the choices made regarding the indicators, the
methodology and usefulness of the frameworks.
Moreover, the extent to which this framework will be used in reality is not yet determined.
The actors involved and their role and interest in these frameworks were not clearly stated from
the start, and evolved during our research which sometimes made the justification of our research
to GCIs and sponsors challenging. However, we believe that considering the time, resources and
information that we had, we were able to elaborate an insightful and useful report.
Concerning the external framework, very few of the organisations we approached wanted
to participate, and we ended up only interviewing the Oranje Fonds (though we contacted at least
another eight organisations by email and telephone). A lack of interest from the sponsor’s side is
a research outcome, this could make Alterra think twice about the added value of the external
framework. Though they have not said it explicitly, we believe most sponsors have already
developed their own evaluation tools and they do not need this external framework.
Another limitation of our research concerns our interviews, which were semi-structured.
We sat down with the people from the initiatives and filled in the framework together, which
means that we, as researchers, were participating in our own research. There is a good chance we
consciously or unconsciously steered the research outcomes in a particular direction. On the other
hand, observing how GCIs and a sponsor tested the frameworks also yielded some new insights
that we could not have gotten through a traditional interviewing style. It is a trade-off that we
made, but it works both ways: action research is both an asset and a liability.
As hinted above, a clear drawback of our research was the limited resources, especially
time. Indeed, we cannot claim to have provided universally adapted recommendations to the
frameworks after performing eight interviews and having a few meetings with relevant experts.
A longer time period would allow for more reliable conclusions and some insights on whether the
low response rate is associated to a lack of interest or other circumstances.
As mentioned in the recommendations on the usefulness, only one of the interviewees
noticed that some relevant ‘green’ indicators are not mentioned in the external framework. This
could be because of the way we conducted research. In all the interviews we first showed the
internal framework, which includes green indicators like ‘natuur, landschap en groen’ and ‘milieu
en klimaat’, and after that we showed the external framework. In this way, when we asked the
respondents if they miss any indicators, they could have been influenced by the fact that ‘green’
indicators were discussed in length before. Therefore, we are not in the position to have a definite
conclusion on this aspect.
Finally, the composition of the research team might have influenced our results: with an
emphasis on social sciences, it is possible that input from environmental or methodological
sciences would have altered the result of our research.
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7. Conclusion
The purpose of this Academic Consultancy Training (ACT) project was to provide
recommendations for the revision of two evaluation frameworks for green citizen initiatives
(GCIs). The frameworks, an internal one and an external one, were developed by Alterra, a
research organization part of Wageningen University. In the context of increasing interest for
participatory governance and lay knowledge, especially in the realm of environmental
governance, this project was initiated because the frameworks were developed without
consultation of GCIs and external parties (funds, municipalities, provinces) in the design phase,
thereby raising questions on its usefulness.
We aim to fill this gap by critically testing and evaluating the frameworks together with
the target groups. To this end, field work and action research were conducted: twelve people from
seven GCIs were interviewed on-site. Besides, five people from four different GCIs participated in
a focus group, and one sponsor was interviewed. We also asked a research methodology expert to
critically assess the frameworks. In addition, informal meetings took place and literature research
was done to place our results and recommendations in their context. This allowed us to obtain a
broad and relevant view, and collect needed information to critically analyse the frameworks
based on their indicators, methodology and usefulness. We have attempted to reflect the opinions
of GCIs and sponsors as much as possible in our own interpretations, thereby offering useful and
legitimate insight for the revision of the frameworks. In the contacting phase, we experienced a
low response rate from GCIs and an even lower response rate from external parties. 80% of the
invited GCIs did not respond to the invitation by e-mail. When we called afterwards, about 50%
of the GCIs said they were not interested in the frameworks. Some initiatives told us they did not
want to participate because they were tired of participating in many research projects and did not
have time for yet another one.
We found out that people have mixed opinions on evaluation in general as well as these particular
evaluation frameworks. Some people consider them bureaucratic and unnecessary, whereas
others wish they had them years ago when they started their initiatives. Generally, not many
people were enthusiastic about the frameworks. Most of them considered evaluation important,
but they did not like a stringent evaluation format. This is a complicating factor in our research as
it is hard to find a compromise in the recommendations we make with such diverging opinions.
Generally, the positive remarks people from GCIs gave about the internal framework
include that it is a helpful tool to make them aware of their strengths and weaknesses and that
they could use the framework as a kind of checklist to see if they are ‘on track’ with their initiative.
On the other hand, the framework in its current state needs many improvements. Despite the
potential to reveal strengths and weaknesses, the unclarity of scales does not allow for a clear,
consistent and empowering overview of one’s performance. There is too much academic jargon
in the manual, some terms are considered too vague, the criteria for giving a particular score are
unclear and there is overlap between indicators. Also, there is not enough space for qualitative
description of an initiative’s vision and activities. The focus group participants all agreed that it is
more desirable to start with qualitative descriptions and that quantitative information will follow
from there. Overall then, the internal framework has potential, but its usability depends on the
changes that will be made to it and on the motivation of the people of the initiatives.
With respect to the external framework, we conclude that it is not useful, especially in its
current shape. It is unlikely that sponsors will be using it as they have their own evaluation tools.
However, we only spoke with one sponsor so no certain conclusions can be reached on this regard.
Notwithstanding the above, our fieldwork revealed that the need for external evaluation in
general is understood. The external framework in its current shape is just not considered useful
and appropriate. GCIs felt their values, goals, and needs were insufficiently reflected in this
framework. In case it will be used, we recommend to do more extensive consultation with
sponsors and GCIs when improving the external framework.
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Our research outcomes should be seen in the broader light of the “shift from government to
governance” where state-central, top-down approaches are replaced by more participatory forms
of governance. In the previous chapter, we started a discussion showing the broader societal
implications of this changing role. However, we only had limited time in this project. The
information we presented should therefore be seen as a stepping stone for future research. As
such, we have a few recommendations for further research.
Firstly, in the context of disconnectivity and the emergence of new societal roles, an important
concern arises: how to foster trust between different actors? Research on this topic could open
doors to more fruitful collaboration and reduce various types of obstacles when it comes to
evaluation and governance. A higher degree of trust might in turn contribute to increased social
cohesion and beneficial societal impacts.
Secondly, our discussion revealed there is potential in taking advantage of ICTs to perform
evaluation and simultaneously promote connectivity. This will gain in relevance as informational
governance strengthens. Further research should be performed on the opinion of diverse
stakeholders on the use of such digital tools and the positive, as well as unwanted effects, they
might entail.
Finally, because one of the main limitations of our research was the limited time to
perform fieldwork, we strongly recommend that further research is conducted on green citizen
initiatives and their approach to evaluation. This is not only a technical question, but it has deeper
roots and implications, where values, worldviews, and lifestyles are involved. Input from
anthropology might add value to the understanding of the realities and needs of green citizen
initiatives.
To conclude, this research aimed to contribute to the broader goal of supporting, connecting and
empowering green citizen initiatives. Evaluation frameworks alone cannot possibly achieve those
aims. Indeed, evaluation can serve political ends or entail unwanted side effects. However, if
performed in a more inclusive way, and as part as a broader interactive process, evaluation can
become an important tool for internal learning and therefore, greater performance of GCIs. By
providing recommendations on how evaluation can become more empowering and supporting,
as well as discussions on the challenges and opportunities for connecting GCIs with their
environment, we have taken a first step in this direction.
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Appendices
1. List of recommendations
Indicators
 Some indicators should be merged to avoid repetition and blasé indicators.
 We would recommend to replace the word ‘doelstellingen’ with ‘beoordelings-criteria’ in the external framework.
 We recommend to leave some blank spaces under each main indicator, to add own
sub-indicators or own goals in the internal framework.
 Careful attention needs to be paid to the syntax, construction of sentences and
spelling errors, of the text in the frameworks.
Methodology
Internal Framework
 We strongly advise Alterra to either use simpler words, and/or to provide users with
a list of concepts and suggestions on what to consider when rating,, guiding the user
through the framework. In annex 2 & 3 we made a table showing all the words and
concepts people considered too vague or academic.
 Create an unambiguous layout to make distinctly which indicators need to be rated or
checked.
 Create a bigger comment box and invite people to explain why they gave themselves
a particular score.
 Clearly define all numbers in the current scale and add a N/A column.
 Make room for both aspects of ambition and realisation.
External Framework
 We recommend to think about the legitimacy of the legal and commercial questions;
and to specify what the result is of answering ‘no’ to one or multiple of the first five
questions.
 We recommend to include a page with concepts and definitions of the scale, guiding
the user through the framework. Additionally, we advise Alterra to make more explicit
what the criteria are for each possible score.
 We recommend to avoid double-barreled questions and restructure the two
questions on ‘mislukkingen’ and ‘innovatie’.
 We propose that ‘gelijkwaardigheid’ should be formulated positively, for instance: ‘Er is
ruimte voor gelijke inbreng van alle personen binnen het initiatief.’ If in the future
additional indicators are added, we stress the importance of formulating questions
and sentences positively.
Usefulness
Internal Framework
 The purpose of the framework has implications for the right methodology and willingness
to use it, we recommend Alterra to clearly define its purpose.
 We suggest Alterra to take our recommendations, regarding the internal framework,
provided in the chapters 5.1 indicators and 5.2 methodology into account, through
which the people from the initiatives can use this framework for internal bonding and
learning.
 We recommend Alterra to be aware of these issues of multi-interpretability and socially
desirable behaviour, and to specifically take the following recommendations into account:
(1) define the ratings (0-5) and add a list of concepts, guiding the user through the
framework; (2) state explicitly in the manual that this framework is a learning tool.
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External Framework
 The purposes must be clarified, ideally in a limited number of terms and they must be
written explicitly and consistently. These must be reflected in the structure and design of
the framework, and must reflect the needs of GCIs.
 We suggest to put more emphasis on qualitative questions and story-telling for
holding accountable and provide additional quantitative questions which can be filled in
voluntarily.
 We recommend Alterra to stress the importance of interaction throughout, and ideally
before, data collection by sponsors.
 When revising this framework we recommend Alterra to do the revision in consultation
with the people form the GCIs.
 We recommend to Alterra to think about why there are no ‘green’ indicators in the
external framework, and whether or not they should be added.
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2. Table of comments on indicators internal framework (in Dutch)
INDICATOREN

GCI’s

Jarl Kampen

Gaat het over voedsel voor mensen of voer voor dieren?

Wat zijn de criteria?

Natuur, landschap en groen
Biodiversiteit
Lokaal voedsel
Uniek landschap

Deze indicator wordt belangrijk gevonden.

Natuurbeleving
Kleine kringlopen
Mooi groen in de buurt
Milieu en klimaat
Energiebesparing
Productie van groene energie
Afvalvermindering is
één woord.

Afval vermindering, scheiding,
compostering

Wat zijn spullen?

Hergebruik van materialen en spullen
Klimaatbestendig maken van wijken

Deze indicator is erg onduidelijk.

Lucht- en/of waterkwaliteit
Sociale waarden

Indicatoren in deze categorie worden belangrijk gevonden en
tegelijkertijd abstract.
Suggestie: “onderwijs”

Educatie
Sociale cohesie/gemeenschapsvorming
Ontmoeting

Deze overlapt deels met ontmoeting.
Deze indicator wordt belangrijk gevonden.
Deze overlapt deels met sociale cohesie / gemeenschapsvorming.

Jargon
Wat betekent dit?

Gezondheid geestelijk
Hoort deze indicator onder sociale
waarden?

Gezondheid lichamelijk
Plek voor bijzondere mensen

Deze indicator wordt belangrijk gevonden, maar tegelijkertijd ook
vreemd.

Cultuurwaarden
Cultuurhistorische elementen in het
landschap, routes, gebouwen
Wat betekent rassen?

Levend erfgoed, rassen, ambachten
Tradities, verhalen, recepten, feesten en
gebruiken
Economische waarden
Spin-off voor bedrijven in omgeving
Werkgelegenheid

Worden niet belangrijk gevonden. Of op een andere manier.
Deze indicator is erg onduidelijk.
Deze overlapt deels met werkervaring.

Werkervaring, verkleinen afstand tot
arbeidsmarkt

Deze indicator overlapt deels met werkgelegenheid.
Wordt gezien als belangrijke indicator, omdat vrijwilligerswerk steeds
meer als belangrijk wordt ervaren.

Democratische waarden

Indicatoren onder deze categorie worden als redelijk abstract ervaren.
Deze waarde gaat meer over een gevoel.

Inclusief en toegankelijk voor mensen
die mee willen doen
Gelijkwaardige inbreng

Kan op vele manieren geïnterpreteerd worden.
Gelijkwaardige inbreng is niet altijd mogelijk of wenselijk.

Zelf invloed op leefomgeving, eigen
doelen
Ruimte voor diversiteit en anders
denken
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Actief anderen deelgenoot maken,
uitnodigen

Erg belangrijke indicator.
Dit is vaak de achilleshiel van een initiatief. Een fysieke connectie is
belangrijk, het moet verder gaan dan facebook, twitter of Kracht in
Nederland.
Onduidelijkheid of hier potentiele vrijwilligers mee worden bedoeld of
mensen in de buurt.

Dialoog met omgeving
Bijdrage aan veerkracht van de
maatschappij
Experiment, uitproberen
Leren onderling, training, coaching:
kennis + vaardigheden

Onduidelijk.
Erg belangrijke indicator. Het beste is om een expert naar een locatie te
sturen voor direct advies. Nu is training vaak te duur en niet gepast.

Leren van mislukkingen onderdeel van
aanpak
Diversiteit: unieke aanpak en
oplossingen, tegendraad en origineel
Samenwerking met anderen

Gaat dit ook over de relatie met het fonds? Dit is erg belangrijk.

Open voor verandering
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3. Table of comments on indicators external framework (in Dutch)
INDICATOREN

GCI’S

Oranje Fonds

Jarl Kampen

Draagvlak

Vaag; gaat het om deelnemers of om iedereen die profiteert
van dit initiatief?

Vaag. Wat zijn de criteria?

Commercie

Wat is commercieel? Non-profit? Of kijk je naar rendement?

Legaliteit
Lokaliteit

Wordt vaak grappig gevonden. En is niet duidelijk waarom.
Is illegaal per se ‘slecht’?
Vanuit welke branche bekijk je dit?

Onhelder geformuleerd. Gestart
door meer dan enkeling, of
gedragen door meer dan enkeling?
Goed dat dit vermeld wordt,
anders sponsoren we niet
Is dat relevant? Overbodige vraag,
je kan er toch vanuit gaan.

Organisatie

Bottom-up is duidelijk.

Vaag
Suggestie: ‘jurisdictie’

Veerkracht
Diversiteit

Meerdere vragen in één: wat als een GCI wel tegendraads is
maar niet uniek.

Experiment
Leren

Twee vragen in één.

Mislukkingen

Goed punt.
Twee vragen in één.

Innovatie

Deze vraag beantwoord
‘Experiment’, Diversiteit gaat over
doelgroep.
De vraag is vaag: benaderingen?

Aardige vraag
Aardige vraag. Hadden ze zelf niet
eerder aan gedacht.
Leren valt hier ook onder.

Test je dit met deze vraag?
Benaderingen?
Wat zijn de criteria voor
leren?
Twee vragen in één
Twee vragen in één
Wat zijn de criteria voor
innovatief?
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Democratische
waarden
Inclusiviteit
Gelijkwaardigheid

Vaag begrip
Ontkennende vraagstelling is lastig. En vervolgvraag: ‘zo
ja/nee, wat dan’, hoe ga je met dominantie om?

Vaag

Diversiteit

Is sterk gelinkt aan gelijkwaardigheid, is bijna hetzelfde ->
wordt vaak gezegd.

Wat zijn de criteria voor
andersdenkenden?
En diversiteit is hetzelfde als
gelijkwaardigheid.

Uitnodiging

Suggestie: ‘uitnodigend’.

Autonomie

Dialoog met
omgeving
Transparantie en
afrekenbaarheid
Administratie

Is hetzelfde als uitnodiging.
Suggestie voor afrekenbaarheid: ‘verantwoording’.

Achteraf?

Wat zijn criteria voor administratieve capaciteiten?
Moet je elke keer dit invullen voor elke aanvraag?

Risico doelbereik
Informatie
Rapportage

Wat zijn de criteria voor
voldoende?
Wat zijn de criteria?
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